
The following was provided to the Genoa Town Advisory Board for 
review for their June 9, 2021 regular meeting. 



June 2, 2021 

RE: agenda item regarding Genoa Lights 

oo.�@�owrn@ 

JUN o· 8 2021 

Town of Genoa 

I am writing to express my concern over the replacement of the Genoa Street lights. I was shocked at 

the proposal by NV Energy to use outdated cobra lighting. This lighting is one of the worst lights that 

you could use if you are concerned at all about dark skies. It produces a level of glare and uplight that is 

unacceptable and unnecessary. 

As you are aware, the Genoa Town Advisory Board, in May of 2000, adopted unanimously a "dark sky" 

resolution. (copy attached) The resolution specifically calls for the use of shielded light fixtures of 

moderate brightness. Genoa as Nevada's first settlement was also the first town to promote dark skies! 

Please do not allow lights to be installed that glare, are unshielded, waste light and take away our 

beautiful night sky. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

MaggieTracey �c."\� 
Genoa resident and co founder of the Northern Nevada Dark Skies 
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Information Sheet Number 122 (May 1997) 

International Dark-Sky Association 
3545 N. Stewart, Tucson, AZ 85716-1241 USA 

SaveOurSky@aol.com http://www.darksky.org 

Examples of Good and B.ad Lighting Fixtures 

GOOD Even post-top 
ornamental fixtures, like 
this Salem Cutoff from 
GE Lighting, can be 
cutoff with clear panels 
and lamp/reflector 
located above. 

GOOD Flat-lens cobra 
head fixtures, like this 
American Electric 
Series 125 Roadway 
Cutoff luminaire, 
provide excellent 
roadway lighting with 
greatly reduced glare 
and no uplight. 

GOOD Many existing 
dusk-tq-dawn security 
lights and residential 
streetlights can be 
retrofitted with the 
Hubbell Skycap. 

GOOD The Yorktown, 
another ornamental 
from Emery Fixtures, 
also has clear panels 
and bulb located above 
for maximum glare and 
spill light control. 

GOOD This new 
generation of flat-lens 
cobra head fixture from 
American Electric, 
called the DuraStar 
2000, provides superior 
lighting uniformity at 
standard mounting 
heights and spacings. 

GOOD The Hubbell 
Skycap turns any 
standard NEMA head 
light into a full-cutoff 
light with wide area 
coverage. 

BAD Non-cutoff 
fixtures like this 
"acorn" ornamental 
cause light pollution. 

BAD The ubiquitous 
drop-lens cobra head 
luminaire produces a 
level of glare and 
uplight that is both 
unacceptable and 
unnecessary. 

BAD NEMA head style 
fixtures are very 
inefficient, sending 
about 20% of the light 
upward and another 
20% horizontally 
outward, creating glare. 
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GOOD Flat-lens 
shoebox fixtures come 
in many forms: square, 
rectangular, circular, 
etc. All control the light 
with internal reflectors. 
Glare and light trespass 
are minimized; no 
uplight is produced. 

GOOD Full-cutoff wall 
packs such as this 
mcPhilben 101 Wall 
Sconce make excellent 
entryway and building 
perimeter Ii ts, and 
there is enough forward 
throw that adequate 
lighting is provided for 
near-building parking. 

GOOD If floodlights 
must be used, they 

· should always have top
and side shielding, and
be pointed at least 45° 

below the horizontal.

I 

,«, !

_tt 

GOOD Post-top flat
lens shoebox fixtures 
like this one provide 
good area illumination 
without light pollution. 

GOOD Recessed 
canister lights built into 
the eaves or canopy of 
a house, garage, or 
other building is the 
first choice for lighting 
building exteriors. 

GOOD Even sports 
lighting can be done 
well, if one uses cutoff 
light fixtures such as 
these from Soft Lighting 
Systems. 

BAD (sometimes) The 
telltale sag lens gives 
this luminaire away as a 
possible problem. If the 
lens is clear and very 
shallow, and the bulb 
wattage is not too high, 
this type of light can 
cover a wider area 
without too much glare 
or ue!!9ht, but beware! 

• y 
A ·\·•.: -� 

BAD Wall packs like 
this should never be 
used. They produce 
enormous glare and 
uplight. 

BAD Unshielded 
floodlights provide a 
trashy "prison yard" 
look and should not be 
used. 

Information Sheet Number 122 (May 1997), p.2 
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CROUSE HINDS 
\.1oce1 RAL SERIES 
( HPS. MV) 
Medium Cost 

HUBBELL LIGHTING 
Mocel RMC SERIES 
(HPS, MH) 
Medium Cost 

THOMAS & BETTS 
American Electric Lighting 
Rcacway Cutoff Series 113 & 125 
(HPS. MH, MV) 
Mec:um Cost 

ROADWAY LIGHTING 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
Model M-250R2 with CUTOFF OPTICS 

MediumCost � 11· 

(HPS,.MV) 
� � 

PEMCO LIGHTING 
Model Admiral Hat 
(HPS, MH, CF or INC} 
Medium Cost 

RETROFIT SHIELDS FOR 11 DAWN TO DUS'K
11

SECURITY LIGHT 

LL'MINAIRE TECHNOLOGIES 
Lite-Blocker'• 
F ·.sen ail NEMA Head Luminaires 
Lew Cost 

• • •

HUBBELL LIGHTING 
Model NPU-81 
NITE-TO-UTE"' 

SKYCAP

Cutoff Optics 
Fits on all NEMA Head Luminaires 
Low Cost 

!his pamphlet was produced by the New £11gland Light Pollution Advisory Gru11p (N£LP.40J,
a vvlt1111eer urga111:atio11 established in 1993 to address 9utdoor-ligh1i11g 1ss11es local�,· 111 the
11or1heas1em U1111ed �fates. The chief architect of this pamphlet is Peter Talmage, an engineer
residing in Kennebunkport, Maine. Numernus revisions have occurred in the pas! year. with the
main editing by Talmage, Daniel Green, David Crawford, Steve O'Meara, and Joy Hoskins

The·'.\11:LPAG produces a Circular at irregular intervals, available either via postal mail -by 
sending self-addressed. stamped envelopes t•0 Daniel Green (M.S. 18, Smithsonian 
Observatory , 60 Garden St. Cambridge, MA 02138) - or via computer e-mail (send your full 
name, postal ai;ldress. and e-mail address to: NELPAG-REQUEST@harveebillerica.ma us via 
Internet) Th·e NELPAG also meets occasionally in various locations in New England to 
discuss local lighting issues 

The !'YELPAG (http://cfa-www.harvard.edu/cfa/ps/nelpag.html) supports the International 
Dark-Sky Association· (hLtp://www.darksky.org) and recommends that all individuals/groups 
wh_o are interested in the problems of light pollution and obtrusive lighting should subscribe to 
the !DA Newslener (1DA membership costs S30.00 per year; send check to International 
Dar�-Sky Association, 3545 N Stewart, Tucson, AZ 85716). IDA also issues useful 
"Information Sheets" and slide sets for use in educational presentations 
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AREA LIGHTS - POLE or BUILDING MOUNTED 

THOMAS & BETTS 
American Electric Lighting
Package ·c· (Cunoff)
(HPS, MV)
Low Cost

PEMCO 
Model BS0BX-211 :co

(HPS, MH, CF or INC)
Medium Cost

STONCO 
Series RLM3000 & RMS3000
(HPS, MH) 
Medium Cost

KIM LIGHTING
Series SAR 
(HPS, MH, MV)
High Cost

RUDD UGI-ITlNG
PR Series 
(HPS, MH, CF, INC)
Medium Cost

HUBBELL LIGHTING
Model NPU-BI
NITE-TO-LJTE,... 

(HPS, MV)
Low Cost

AREA LIGHTS - BUILDING MOUNTED ONLY 

GUTH LIGHTING 
SUNDOWNER Series B1870
(CF, HPS, MV)·
Medium Cost

McPHILBEN OUTDOOR
Series 101 & 102
IHPS,MH)
High Cost

VOIGT LIGHTING 
pp;. 3MATIC Series 221 &222
("":· . MH, MV, CF, INC) ••Low :o Medium Cost

�

KIM LIGHTING 
Series WO 14D
(HPS, MH)
High Cost

RUDD UGI-ITlNG
ES Series
(HPS,MH)
Low Cost

COST: 

� 

LOW COST : under S 100 

MEDIUM COST: $100-$200 

HIGH COST : over $200 

SIGN LIGHTS - FLOODLIGHTS 

'_!TE 

�ia .. .:s RL.MmodelDWB-1
(INC) 
Low Cost

HUBBELL LIGHTING 
Series 308 bullet _with 309-S shield
(INC) 
Low Cost

STONCO 
Series 940 with 9455E shield
(INC) 
Low Cost

9 

HADCO 

Series HF4000 with MGS-3H shield
(HPS, MV) 
Medium Cost 

SPERO LIGHTING 
Model 705 reflector1
(INC) 
Low Cost

WESTERFIELD 
Series 500 with Glare shield
(CF) 
Low Cost
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Good Neighbor Outdoor Lighting Page 8 

A Selection of Manufacturers and Suppliers of Good Lighting Equipment 

• Any lamp - no matter how faint - can be annoying in certain circumstances, so it is encouraged
that all outdoor lights be fully shielded. However, with fixtures that use dazzling lamps
(typically all HPS, mercury vapor, and metal-halide lamps, and clear incandescent lamps of 150
watts or greater), the requirement for shielding is imperative. H-ere is a list of some good
lighting .fixtures, with manufacturers or suppliers names, product numbers, and addresses (with
telephone numbers in parentheses).

Please note that this is not a comprehensive list of all good Lighting fixtures; these are a sample
of those fixtures that have come to the attention ofNELPAG as of the winter of 1995. As
other quality fixtures are brought to 'Our attention, they will be included in future updates.
Plea·se do give us your sugges��ons.

ABOLITE: 10000 Alliance Road; Cincinnati, OH 45242.(513-793-8875)

GENERAL ELECTRIC: Hendersonville, NC 28739 (800-626-2000)

GUTH LIGHTING: 2615 Washington Blvd.; St. Louis, MO 63103 (314-533-3200)

HADCO: P.O. Box 128; Littlestown, PA 17340 (717-359-7131)

HUBBELL LIGHTING: 2000 Electric Way; Christiansburg, VA 24073 (703-382-6111)

KIM LIGHTING: P.O. Box 1275; City oflndustry, CA 91749 (818-968-5666)

LUMINAIRE TECHNOLOGIES, INC.: 212 West Main St.; Gibsonville, NC 27249
(910-449-6310)

THOMAS & BETTS LIGHTING DIV.: 1555 Lynnfield Rd.; Memphis, TN 38119
(901-682-7766)

THOMAS OUTDOOR LIGHTING (formerly McPhilben Outdoor Lighting): 2661
Alvarado St.; San Leandro, CA

PEMCO LIGHTING PRODUCTS: 150 Pemco Way; Wilmington, DE 19804
. (302-892-9003)

RUUD LIGHTING: 9201 Washington Ave.; Racine, WI 53406 (414-886-1900) 

SPERO LIGHTING: 1705 Noble Rd.; Cleveland, OH 44112 (216-851-3300) 

STONCO: P.O. Box 1_29; Union, NJ 07605 (908-964-7000)

VOIGHT LIGHTING: 135 Fort Lee Rd.; Leonia, NJ 07605 (201-461-2493) 

WESTERFIELD: 770 Gateway Center Dr.; San Diego, CA 92102 ( 619-263-6672) 

In the diagrams, the following abbreviations are used: INC = incandescent; HPS =
high-pressure sodium; CF = compact fluorescent; MH = metal-halide;· MV = mercury vapor 
-

... 

. 

. 

AREA LIGHTS - POLE or BUILDING MOUNTED 

http://www.darksky.org/ida/gnol.html .10/8/97 
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Good Neighbor Outdoor Lighting 

.S YEAR OPEII..ATIHG 
COST 

- llXTUll.E COST 

1432 
TOTAL 

300 WATT QUilTZ 
HALOGEH 

noODLIGBT 

-

illC 

--c 
.,:a 
.,:a 

S301 o 
S.AV,gl) A 

28 WATT COMP.ACT 
l'LUDUSCEN'I 
l'LOODLIGBT 

U70 
TOT.AL 

175 WATTJIIERCU:B.Y 
VAPOB. 

SEClJJUTY LIGHT 

Page 7 

1260 
S.AV,gl) 

sno 

TOTAL 

70 WATT MGB PRES. 
SDDIOK CUT-Off 
SECUUTY LIGHT 

SIGN LIGHT AREA LIGHT 

Some Basic Considerations 

• Always remember that lighting should benefit people Controlled, effective, efficient lighting at
your home or business will enhance the surroundings and give a sense of safety and security.
People don't appreciate poorly-installed, overly-bright lighting.

• Check your site at night before installing lighting a, , mte the existing light levels. If the area
has low levels of lighting, then modest levels of light will work well for you and will fit more
hospitably in the neighborhood.

• Try to keep the lighting uniform and reduce glare as much as possible. Lights that make bright
"hot spots" and ones that have glare make it hard to see well - especially for older people.

• Be aware that light fixtures can have different lighting patterns. (Some patterns are long and
narrow light cones, while others are more symmetrical.) Some fixtures have internal
adjustments that can change the lighting pattern to a modest extent. Pick the right pattern for
your job.

• Consider using lights that turn on by motion detection. Not only will you reap big savings in
operc1:ting costs, but you will have a far more effective security light due to its "instant-on"
characteristics. Note that these lights can also be turned on manually. These light fixtures are
not expensive, and they use very little energy. Higher-priced motion-detection units will prove
more reliable.

Manufacturers and Suppliers 

http://www. darksky. org/ida/ gnol. html 10/8/97 
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Good-Neighbor Outdoor Lighting Page 6 

MODIFYING EXISTING 

FIXTURES 
CHANOEnus_ 

CHANOETKIL 

YARDUOHT 

FLOODLIGHT 

. ' TO TIIIS-
✓ 

' . 
' ' 
' ' 

WALLPACK 

OPAQUE REFLECTOR 

Olltl!IL. ✓ 

lj I \ .. : "'..,:
.,

'"' 

I,' : ', .. , .,_ .., "' 

' � ', .. 

SHOEBOX 

Some Thoughts on Cost; Morey Talks! 

There are many cheap lighting fixtures available from mo.st discount warehouse stores and 
from electrical suppliers. Are these good deals? 

• Most cheap fixtures have poor control of the light output, and they produce a lot of glare. It
usually takes better and more-costly internal reflectors to get light out without glare and to give
better light distribution. Modifying installed fixtures to reduce glare, or installing more fixtures
to better coverage can be expensive·.

• Cheap fixtures often have inefficient lamps and short lamp life, so they use far more energy
than needed. Paying for more electricity than needed is expensive, as is the higher maintenance
costs of these so-called."cheap" fixtures.

Some cost comparisons 

http://www. darksky. org/ida/ gnol. html 10/8/97 
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Good � eighbor Outdoor Lighting Page 5 

EXAMPLES OF SOME 

COMMON LIGHTING FIXTURES 

POOR 

Typical "Wall Pack" 

,, 

-- -

Typical "Yard Light" 

- - . 

--
- -

Area Flood Light 

http://www. dark sky. org/ida/gnol. html 

GOOD 

\ 

\ 

---

✓ 
- -- ---

I ' 

Typical "Shoe Box" (forward throw) 

✓ 

// 
' ---

/
// I ' � 

/ I I ' 
/ I I ', / I ' 

/ I I \ ' 

Opaque Re1flector (famp inside) 

✓ 

-,· 
' 

; 
' 

' 

' 

Area Flood Light with Hood 

10/8/97 
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Good Neighbor Outdoor Lighting Page 4 

EXAMPLES OF SOME 

COMMON LIGHTING:FIXTURES 

' 

POOR 

Ground-mounted 

Billboard Floodlights 

Post-style Lamp 
(more than 1,800 lumens) 

•http://www. darksky. org/ida/ gnol. html

GOOD 

\ ,' , ... - -· --- - ,

, I/ 

\ ' ' , I I 

' 
' 

' .. , I 
' , I 

I I 

I 
\ I ,. 

I 
' I 

I 
I I 

I 

\ I 
I 

I ' I 
I 

Top-mounted 
Billboard Floodlights 

✓ 

( carefully focused onto billboard) 

✓ 
---

---- - ---

I 

,, 

, 
, 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

\ 

I 

I 

.. 
.. 

' 
' 
' 

\ 

\ 

I 

' 
' 
' 

\ 

\ 

· Post-style Lamp
(lamp set in opaque top)

.. 

' 

' 

.. 

10/8/97 
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Good Neighbor Outdoor Lighting Page 3 

the less-lit areas in-between seem dark. This can create a safety problem. When lighting signs, 
position the lights above and in front of the sign, and keep the light restricted to the sign area; 
overlit signs are actually harder to read. Buildings ought to be similarly lit in a way to offer an 
attractive, safe environment without overkill. 

4. It uses fixtures with high-efficiency lamps, while still considering the color and quality as
essential design criteria.

High-efficiency lamps used for lighting not only save energy - which is good for a cleaner
environment - but reduce operating costs. Most high-efficiency lamps last a long time, reducing
costly maintenance. Highly-efficient fixtures usually cost more initially, but the payback time is
very short, and such fixtures will save you lots of money in a short time.

Balancing against high-efficiency, though. is the quality of the light emitted. In some
applications, the yellow light cast by low- ressure (LPS) or high-pressure (HPS) sodium lamps
may not be as desirable as a less-efficient, but much whiter; compact-fluorescent, metal-halide,
or even incandes.cent light source. In other applications, color is not of importance, and LPS or
HPS lamps do a very good job at very lov · cost. Well-designed shielded lights can usually be
lower in wattage, saving even more energy and money .. They will actually light an area better
than unshielded lights of higher output, because they make use of all the light rather than
wasting some ( or much) of it.

Why are these characteristics so important? How do they factor into a design? 

Gl.)od lighting means that we save energy and money, and we avoid hassles. A quality lighting job 
makes a "good neighbor." And we have a safer an more secure nighttime environment. 

Always remember that lighting should benefit pee ·le. Controlled, effective, efficient lighting at a 
home or business will enhance the beauty, while providing visibility, safety, and security. 
Poorly-installed, bright lighting is offensive and gives a very poor image. 

http://www.darksky.org/ida/gnol.html 10/8/97 
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Good Neighbor Outdoor Lighting Page 2 

increasing safety. Glare occurs when you c� see light directly from the fixture ( or bulb). 

• Light Trespass: Poor outdoor lighting shines onto neighborhood properties and into bedroom
windows, reducing privacy, hindering sleep, and creating an unattractive look to the area.

• Energy Waste: Much of our outdoor lighting wastes energy because it is not well-designed.
This waste results in high operating costs and increased enviroHmental pollution from the extra
power generation needs. We waste over a billion dollars a year in the United States alone
lighting up the sky at night.

• Sky Glow: A large fraction of poor lighting shines directly upwards, creating the adverse sky
glow above our cities that washes our view of the dark night sky, taking away an important
natural resource. In addition to the cost savings, less sky glow will allow future generations to
enjoy the beauty of the stars, and children will be inspired to learn and perhaps to enter fields of 
science. 

What is Good Lighting? 

Good lighting does its intended job well and with minimum adverse impact to the environment. Good 
lighting has four distinct characteristics: 

1. It provides adequate light for the intended task, but never over-lights.

Sp_ecifying sufficient light for a job is sometimes hard to do on paper. Remember that a full
moon can make an area seem quite bright. Some modem lighting systems illuminate areas to a
level l 00 times as bright as does the full moon! Brighter is not always better, so try to choose
lights that will meet your needs with.out illuminating the neighborhood. If you can't decide what
to do, consulting a good lighting designer is usually your best bet.

2. It uses "fully-shielded" lighting fixtures, fixtures that control the light output in order to
keep the light in the intended area.

Such fixtures have minimum glare from the light-producing source. "Fully-shielded" means that
no light is emitted above the horizontal. (High-angle light output from ill-designed fixtures is
mostly wasted, doing no good in lighting the ground, but still capable of causing a great deal of
glare. Of course, all the light going directly up is totally wasted.)

·-

Fully-shielded light fixtures are more effective and actually increase safety, since they have very
little glare. Glar� can dazzle and considerably reduce the effectiveness of the emitted light.

3. It has the lighting fixtures carefully installed to maximize their effectiveness on the
targeted property an� minimize their adverse impact beyond the property borders.

Positioning· of fixtures is very important. Even well-shielded fixtures placed on tall poles at a
property boundary can cast a lot oflight onto neighboring properties. This "light trespass"
greatly reduces and invades privacy, and is difficulty to resolve after the installation is
complete.

Fixtures should be positioned to give adequate uniformity of the illuminated area. A few bright
fixt�res ( or ones that are too low to the ground) can often create bright "hot spots" that make

· http://www.darksky.org/ida/gnol.html 10/8/97 
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Good Neighbor Outdoor Lighting 

Good Neighbor 

Outdoor Lighting 
A GUIDE TO SELECTING AND INSTALLING EFFICIENT, 

COST-EFFECTIVE, 

AND UNOBTRUSIVE OUTDOOR LIGHTING FIXTURES 

Compiled by the 
New England Light Pollution Advisory Group (NELP AG) 

and the International Dark-Sky Association 

May 1995 

Why is there outdoor lighting? 

Outdoor lighting is used to illuminate roadways, parking lots, yards, sidewalks, public meeting areas, 
signs, work sites, and buildings. It provides us with better visibility and a sense of security. 

• When well-designed and properly installed, outdoor lighting can be and is very useful in
. impro ·ing visibility and safety and a sense of security, while at the same time minimizing
energy use and operating costs. 

Why should we be concerned? 

If outdoor lighting is not well-designed and properly installed, it can be costly, inefficient, glary, and 
harmful to the nighttime environment. These are the issues: 

• Glare: Poorly-designed or poorly installed lighting can cause a great deal of glare that can
severely hamper the vision of pedestrians, cyclists, and drivers, creating a hazard rather than

.http://www.darksky.org/ida/gnol.html 10/8/97 
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